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Rape awareness: It's not just -for women
Juan Manlnez

source center, reports one out of every six males has
suffered or will suffer a form of sexual assault, and
Rape Awareness Week, designed to increase for females, the national statistic is one out of every
awareness of sexual assault on campus, will expand four.
it's scope this year to include the prevention of
Such statistics have led· to a variety of presentasexual harassment and sexual assault on men.
tions during The Third Annual Rape Awareness
"It's not only a woman's issue," said Jennifer Week, Feb. 8-12.
It will begin with a presentation by the Sexual
Perry, a student assistant for the Rape Awareness
and Prevention On-Campus Network.
Assault Consortium called "Campu:; Rape AwarePerry said Response, a local sexual assault re- ness: A New Attitude for Education.':
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Campus bands with Ugandari
musician for Somalian relief

The presentation will include a mini-mock trial
similar to the mock rape trial presented on campus
during the fall semester. The mock trial will be
presented by Sex Respect's Peer Educators at the
Naval Training Center's Theater.
· Sexual assault on men as well as women will be
discussed.
"We need to make men more aware that it can
RAPE continued page 4

RUFFING CAMPUS LIFE

by Biii Cushing

(a type of lyre) in his work.
Escapingfrom the Ugandan dictator ldiAmin,
Four campus groups of varied national ori- Samite has lived in the United States since 1987.
gins, along with the Campus Activities Board
In the past, he has performed at cll!bs and
and Student Government, have banded together festivals. Samite also opened for Ladysmith Black
to present a show that will also help provide Mambazo, the African a'capella group featured
relief to Somalia.
· on Paul Simon's grammy-winning Graceland
Ugandan musician and singer Samite will album. Last year his albu.lJl Pearl of Africa Re
perform at 8 p.m. Monday on the UCF Visual born was chosen as one of the year's ll>best by
Arts Center auditorium stage. It is the first The New York Review.
musical act to be performed on the stage.
"He is very contagious," McCully said, who
SG, CAB, the African-American Student first heard him perform in 1988 while she was
Union, the Caribbean Club, Hispanic American at Cornell University. "If[anyone goes] looking
Student Association and the Intemafor a good time, I think they'11
tional Student Association will sponhave it."
sor the event.
"The whole
According to a "Billboard"
Samite's performance is free to UCF
idea is to do
magazine review, Samite emstudents and $3 for guests and the
·
ploys "a gentle, almost
public. All proceeds will aid relief
something,
polyrhythmic ~usical blend
efforts in Somalia, an east African
' multicultural." that draws from the traditions
nation currently undergoing civil
of his Ugandan homeland."
strife and wide-spread starvation.
• Joanna McCully
McCully noted that his mu"Somalia is a pretty desperate situCOORDINATOR
sic, although in the traditional
ation," said Joanna McCully, coordiAfrican vein, also includes Latin
nator of programs and activities for Intema- and jazz sounds.
tional Student Services.
"The whole idea is to do something
"We're looking right at the International multicultural," she ~aid.
Red Cross and researching several other
"We feelit's important that UCF has a more ·
relief organizations [which will receive the varied culturallife than it has at present," said
funds]," McCully said.
Linda Hayes Gellegos, adviser to HASA
Originally from Uganda, Samite's grandfa"We also want to cooperate more with some
th er taught him to play the traditional African of the other groups that incorporate minorities
flute. He now performs on such instruments as and are interested in promoting
the kalimbas (African thumb pianos) and litungu multiculturalism," Gell egos said.
EDITOR IN CHIEF

What do you mean you _
forgot to bring the compass?
by Roslbel Monserrate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In a sport combining hiking and
map reading skills, the Florida
Orienteering Club and Campus Activities Board will sponsor a day of
orienteering from 10 am. to 4 p.m.
Saturday at Lake Claire.
Orienteering, a recreational and
competitive sport, requires using a

detailed map to find one's way through
unfamiliar terrain. Ron Eaglin, event
coordinator, expects about 500 people to
participate in the event. Individuals and
groups may participate.
Brian Atkinson, who orienteered during a Boy Scout jamboree, plans to participate in the advanced course.
"I want to be challenged," Atkinson
said. "If I get lost, I get lost."
Saturday's course covers the wooded
areas south of McCulloch Road and east

Enjoying a sunny day, Liz Cardoza and her
friend Deion, a 3-month-old Cocker Spaniel, play
on the Green. <D•hoogJFuruRE>

of the UCF campus. The idea is to travel
to a series ofdesignated points, indicated
by circles on the map, where distinctive markers are located. Any route
may be selected between points.
Maps cost one dollar while compasses and whistles will be loaned.
Food and drinks will also be available.
Seven courses rangingfrom introductory, to intermediate and advanced are
available to choose from accordingto the
participant's skill level The white course,
the short introductory course, is perfect
for those who are unsure of themselves
in the forest or for those who have little
or no topographic map experience. The

orange course, the intermediate course,
is for those with moderate experience
in map reading. And the advanced
courses, green, red and blue, are more
difficult,and longer in length.
Participants are not limited to running one course.
To encourage student involvement,
student competitions are scheduled.
First and second place winners from
each course will receive free Florida
Orienteering T-shirts.
Eaglin said more orienteering events
are planned for UCF. He considers
orienteering to be a fun and social event
with increasing popularity.

.
RAPE AWARENESS
ACTIVITIES

WEEK

'93

February 8-12, 1993
Monday, February 8

Wednesday, February 1o

Event: Campus Rape Awareness: A New Attitude for

"Activities on the Green"
fnformational booths related to on/off campus resources.
Location: UCF Student Center Green
Time: 11 :00-1 :00 p.m.
Presentation: Brown Bag Lecture/Enhancing Your Self
Esteem: How to Feel good about Yourself as a person.
Location: UCF Student Center's Student Organization
Lounge
Time: 12:00 p.m.
Speaker: Dr. Robert Harman, Director of UCF Counseling
and Testing Center.

Education. Kick Off event.
Location: Naval Training Center Theatre/Identification Required
Time: 9:00-12:00 p.m.
Speaker: Presentation by:
UCF SexRespect Peer Educators
Panel Discussion Representatives from:
State Attorney's Office
Law Enforcement
RESPONSE
Sexual Assault Survivor
Therapist

•
•
•
•

Thursday, February 11
Presentation: Choice Not Chance: Maximizing Your
Personal Safety.
Sexual Assault Presentation for Faculty, Staff, and Student
Assistants.
Location: UCF Board Room, Administration Building
Time: 10:30 a.m.
Speaker: Officer Randy Mingo and Student Coordinator of
Victim Advocate Program
Tracie Hartman from UCFPD (Crime Prevention Unit)

Movie: The Accysed
Time: 6:30-9:00 p.m.

Location: UCF Wild Pizza/Student Center

Tuesday, February 9
Presentation: "Prevention of Sexual Harassment"
Location: UCF Board Room, Administration Building
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Speakers: Janet Balanoff, Direotor of Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Program, and
Maxine Bowers, Training Manager; Personnel
Services Department

••

Movie: Pdnce of Tides
Time: 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Location: UCF Student Center/Wild Pizza
Videos: Monday-Friday 12:00-1 :00 p.m.
Location: UCF Student Center/Wild Pizza

>

•
A Display on Sexual Assault may be viewed at the UCF Library foyer throughout the month of February,

For further details please contact M. Schaefer/J.Perry at the Student Health Service 823-2701.
*Special Thanks to The Sexual Assault Consortium and the Rape Awareness and Prevention on Caflllus Network.
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The following groups for Spring Semester 1993
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effects of childhood sexual abuse. The group-is open to
women and men. Groups will begin meeting on Wednesday,
February 10, from 3:30 to 5 P.M.

I

j
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823-2811

•

363-4670

10% student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

•
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For further information call:

OUTLET -

I
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This group will focus on actions one can take to feel better
about oneself. It will combine didactic and experiential
learning experiences. Meeting times are Tuesdays 9:30 to
11:00 A.M., starting February 16th.

•
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. Belz Factory
· Outlet World
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Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Mor.ey!!!

•

.._.
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
$299 moves you in!
limited Time Only!

•

(407) 365-8388
• Wmdows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

•Sand Volleyball
• Baskecball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
• Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard.

head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Tum right and we are just
ahead on the left. ·

Alafa.}''2 Woods

uruvers·

Bl\·d

vd.

~

•
•

•

•
•
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Gator card automates access on campus
When the system is fully operational
in two years, it will make cash nearly
GAINESVILLE, FLA. - Students at obsolete on the campus. Students are
the University of Florida won't need to charged $5 for the card, officials said.
carry cash and a myriad of
'The idea is security on
campus," said Lyn White,
identification cards when the
"Students won't manageroftheuniversity's
GatorOneCardisfullyimplemented on campus.
have to cariry identification service. "StuThe card, which was dedents won't have to carry
signed by a former student
around a wallet around a wallet or a pw!se.
bodypresident, works like an
or a purse.,,
Off-eampusstudentswould
ATM card. Students can now
needkeys,butstudentswho
put money into an on-cam·Lyn White live on campus could just
pus account and use the card
MANAGER AT UF
use the card togetintotheir
topayforamealanywhereon • • • • • • • • • dorms. Ifyou're not carrycampus, buy snacks and soingaround cash, there's no
das from vending machines and pay for reason for someone to rob you."
football and homecoming tickets. It can
Eventually the card will be able to be
also be used at the library to check out used to pay tuition, buy books, make
books or open doors to computer labs for photocopies, operate on-campus washauthorized students.
ers and dryers, buy concert tickets, pay

College Press Service

fines for overdue books or parking tick- worriedthatmakingacardwouldtaketoo
ets and buy items at the campus store. long and would discourage students from
Students will also be able to register over standing in lines to get one.
the phone using the card and a personal
"I did the research and told them I
identification number.
could make the card in
The card came out of a ~~~~~~~~~ under a minute," Willis
campaign promise made by
"It ended up
said. "It was a matter of
former UF Student Body
logistics, of taking a picPresident Scooter Willis,
eliminating
ture and putting text to it,
who made it a plank of his
lines . .. the
and a computer is capable
card works.,,
of doing those things. It
platformin 1988. Willis, who
wasanengineeringstudent,
actually ended up elimidesigned the ID and formed
• Scooter Wlllls nating lines because the
GDS Engineering to marSTUDENT PRESIDENT
card works so fast.,,
ket the software and hardWhite said while other
ware. The first card was
universities are developing
made in June 1990.
similar IDs to the Gator One Card, the UF
There was skepticism amorig some of cardisthemostadvanced.Thecard'smagthe administrators, who questioned how netic strip has three tracks, one each for
the card could be effectively used by the debits,accessandstudentinformationand
35,000 students who attend UF. They were is the only card that used all the tracks.

Number of college-age demonstrators
higher now than it was. in the 1960s
College Press Service
You thought the '60s were the heyday ofprotesting
for college students. But, in fact, more than 40 percent of college freshmen surveyed by a University of
California, Los Angeles research group said they
participated in an organized demonstration last year,
as opposed to just 16.3 percent of freshmen polled by
the same organization in 1967.
The Higher Education Research Institute at
UCLA, which has been conducting an annual survey of entering college freshmen for 27 years, also
found the percentage of students for whom "helping to promote racial understanding" is an "essential" or "very important" goal rose to an all-time
high of 42 percent.
Along those lines, 85.1 percent of those surveyed
disagreed with the assertion that racial discrimination is no longer a major problem in the United
States. That figure was a record high, up from 79. 7
percent in 1991.
"The circumstances surrounding last springs riots in Los Angeles seem to have been the catalyst for

a re-examination of racial issues across the nation,"
said Eric Dey, survey director. "By and large, students
have responded by recommitting themselves·to promoting racial equality."
The survey, sponsored by the American Council on
Education, polled more than 200,000 entering freshmen at 404 colleges and universities.
Community activism proved to be of all-around
central significance. About 30. 7 percent of those students polled last year said becoming a community
leader was a "very important" or an "essential" goal. In
1972, that figure was only 14.9 percent.
"Taken as a whole, these findings suggest students
today are substantially more committed to serving
their communities and to working for social and political change than students who entered college just a few
years ago," said A1exander Austin, a graauate professor at UCLA and founding director of the survey.
Voluntee·rism in high school also increased slightly
among those polled. More 'tha., 65 percent said they
performed some kind of volunteer work last year, up
from 64.7 percent in 1991.
·
The heated political debates of last year took their

BREAKING ON THE EDGE

toll on the Class of '96 as well. The percentage of
students who labeled their political views as either
"liberal" or "far left" jumped to 26. 7 percent, its
highest point in 15 years. The "conservative" or "far
right" held constant at 20.3 percent.
Nearly 25 percent said they frequently talk about
politics, up from 18.5 percent in 1988. Oddly enough,
the portion of siudents who worked in a local, state
or national campaign fell from 8. 7 percent to 7.3
percent between 1988 and 1992. Last year's figure of
14.1 percent is an all-time low and almost half the
average number reported between 1968 and 1971.
"These patterns showing increased interest is not
automatically translated into increased participation," Austin said. "It may well be that despite their
interest in political change, todi1y's students remain
somewhat cynical about traditional politics."
The nation's tough economic.times struck college
freshmen, as well. The surveyfoµnd a record number
of students choosing their colleges on the basis oflow
tuition ..and financial aid. Thirty p'e rcent based their
deCisfons on cost and 28.3 pereent considered the
financial assistance package.
More than 17 percent said they had a major
concern about their ability to pay for college and the
number who said they went to college because they
could not find a job reached an all-time high at 8.2
percent, up from 7.3 percent in 1991.

UCF Police Deparbnent waits
on plans.tO buy two new cars
by Mark Schlueb
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Police Department has announced plans to buy two new patrol cars.
The cars will replace two vehicles already
owned by the department that .continue to
accumulate maintenance costs.
The department currently has nine
marked cars in its fleet. Unlike some police
agencies, the university's officers don't take
their patrol cars home with them.
"These cars are on duty 16 out of24 hours
a day. Sometimes 24 hours a day," Lt. Tom
Blanton said.

,,

Johnathan Westenskow, a biology student, skates on
his days off by the Education Building. (DeHoog/FUTURE>

Details for the vehicles' purchase have not
been finalized. According to Blanton, the
money will come from any money left over
from the fiscal year's budget. The old cars will
be auctioned off, and the money raised will
supplement the purchase.
"We've filled out the paperwork, and if any
money is left at the end of the year, that's
where it will go," said Crime Prevention Officer Randy Mingo.
Blanton cited rising maintenance costs and
campus expansion as reasons the department
needs the vehicles. "A couple of the cars are
1986 models, and the maintenance is getting
high," Blanton said.

• In Tuesday's issue of the Central Florida Future, Frank Juge was incorrectly named
as one of the finalists chosen for the president of Florida's 10th university. The correct
candidate, the only candidate chosen from the University of Central Florida, was Sarah
Pappas, director of the Daytona Beach Campus.
• Also in Tuesday's issue, a story on open elections for a Student Government
president and vice president said each ticket allowed 45 cents for each UCF student. The
figure should have been only half a cent (0.45 cents) given for each student, which makes
this year's expense limit $976.86.
• In the Jan. 28 issue, the Brevard and South Orlando branch campuses were said to
be positively affected by the Board of Regent's decision to evaluate their productivity.
They would not be positvely, but negatively affected. Patrick Riordan, director of public
information for the Board of Regents, said Brevard and South Orlando did not face
imminent danger, but would have to look at bringing up enrollment to reach an optimum
size of 2,000 full-time enrolled students.
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ATTENTION ALL PROSPECTIVE
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES!

Question & Answer Session: Feb.
10th from 3-5 pm in the SCA
Presidential/Vice Presidential
Forum: Feb 19th on the
Green at 2:00 pm.

Elections are coming!·!!
Main Campus: Feb. 23 & 24
10 am· 7 pm
Branch Campuses: Feb. 22, 23, 24
~
4·pm-7pm

'7
Questions? Call 823-2191 •
.. 6

A Valentine
Gift for
You!

,,
"

Rape Awamness Program eovers
male rape victims and harassment
AWARENESS
FROM PAGE 1
happen to them," said Maureen Schaefer of Student Health
Services. "It can happen to their partners and family members."
A panel discussion will then take place between the main
sexual assault groups on campus. The panel will include UCF's
Victim Advocate Program and the counseling center.
Janet Balanoff, director of equal opportunity/affirmative
action program, will present a discussion about awareness and
perceptions of sexual harassment. The presentation will be at
10 a.m. Tuesday in the Board Room of the Administration
Building.
.
According to Balanoff, the presentation will target prevention.
"We discuss the message of sexual assault so you don't put
yourself in a situation you don't want to be in," Balanoff said.
Informational booths will be set up on the Green Wednesday,
and demonstrations on self-defense will be given.
Officer Randy Mingo and Tracie Hartman, student coordinator of the victim advocate program, will give a presentation
about personal safety at 10:30 a.m. Thursday in the Administration Board Room.
A presentation about self-esteem will be given by Robert
Harman, director of the UCF counseling and testing center.
Harman will discuss feeling good about yourself.
Two movies will also be shown during the week that deal with
sexual assault. "The Accused" will be shown at The Wild Pizza
at 6:30 p.m. Monday and "The Prince of Tides" can be viewed at
6:30 p.m. Thursday.
A display will be in the library during the month of February
concerning sexual assault, and videos will be presented in the
Wild Pizza daily at noon.
Rape Awareness Week is sponsored by the Rape Awareness
and Prevention On-Campus Network and all activities are open
to students.

:

Attend our free seminar on
•

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
on.
Monday, February 8, 1993,
7:00 pm
Holiday Inn UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave
Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include:
When and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs; how to
make your letters of recommendation count; what schools look for in your
personal statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam.

CALL US AT 1-800-777-EXAM
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

•

,
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GREEK CORNER
PHI THETA KAPPA
There will be a meeting on Thursday,
February 4 at 6:00 in HPB 215.
Contact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd
Petrie at 382-5933.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Congrab.Jlations to faculty brother Dr.
Atkinson on his new baby. Nice
calendar, Kim. Pinning ceremony and
social tommorow. Call our alumnilll
Proud to be a Deltasiglll

February 4, 1993

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.

1/2 duplex 2 beds/2baths, dean near
UCF Bonneville Dr. Call 382-8403.

Rape Awareness Week

For rent at Alafaya Woods Ct 2 bed, 2
bath, washer and dryer. Call 695-0548.

February 8-12
We encourage you to participate!
Questions or programming
call M. Schaefer/J. Perry 823-2701.

everyone. Find that Golden Derby. And
don't forget Feb. 6th is Derby Bash with
IX and IAE. Addis playing live 10-2 at
the IX house. See you there.
SCATGDMFTI

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Party tommorow at the Palace 9:00 Sat
night Rock the Arrow social w/Ka, flBcl>,
and ATn. Greek Gloves practice call
Reed or be at quad Tues. at 4:30.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Brothers-don't forget, retreat on
Saturday social with Pi Phi and Kappa
Delta Saturday night. Pledges-know
your stuff for the next meeting Pat F. watch what you say around Mr. Policemanl TBMT
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Congratulations to Dave Patton,
Harvard Law School bound next stop
Supreme Court Justice. cl>A your
brothers wish you well. Sab.Jrday night
Derby Days at the IX house.

CLUB INFO
SWAT
SWAT members don't forget. Rape
Awareness week is February 8-12. We
will be on the green Wednesday,
February 10th from 11 am to 2pm.
UCF PR CLUB
MEETING TODAY
PH 114 AT 4:30
ELECTING All POSITIONS
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

LAMBDA ALPHA EPSILON
Welcome all new members. Thanks to
all members who helped out at the
Student Activities Fair on Wed. Jan. 20.
Our next meeting will be Thurs. Feb. 18
SC rm214 at 4:00. If you could not make
it to the picnic on Sat. Jan. 30 we had a
great time!! See you at the next
meeting.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

M/F NS to share 3br/2ba 1mi. from UCF
$190 per month + 1/3 utilities call
275-0845.

FOR SALE

2m from UCF. 225+1/3 util. 277-7162.
Female nonsmoker to share 212 condo
1 mi. to UCF $250 + 1/2 util. 366-3704.
Roommate needed ASAP own room &
bath $245 mo. & 1/2 utilities call
Tammy at 366-2693 leave message.
(near UCF)
Room needed. F senioc psych. major
grad. in May. Eastern philo. and +
environment preferred. 856-9949
Share 3bd home, fireplace, patio etc.
with grad student $300 381-2965
Wanted to share 2br 2mins from UCF
$200/mo call Watson at 380-7268.

Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8.282

Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

SERVICES

Queen size h2o bed w/heater &
mattress $140 obo call 380-1697.
Bed for sale •kingsize• (Stem&Foster)
excellent condition $120 must sell call
Johnny or Murad 658-1754

$$$POWERFUL$$$
Strategies for making money!!!
Please calll free! (407) 426-5639
to hear a 3 min. recorded message!

Assumeable 2bed 2bath half-duplex 3k
down 50k assume-no qualify. Near
UCF. All appliances-screen porch. PITI
$581. Call 281-6545.

Greeks and Clubs
Need a photographer to capture the
moment? Call Joseph Ortiz at
678-1218 for rates and availability.

Experienced tutoring available for
Physics, math up t.:> Diff. Eqn.,
Engineering Statics. Call or leave msg
678-2761.

OTHER

Housekeeper all types Shery 275-1918

Sofa contemporary design 3month old
sacrifice $300, 2n-9999. Car stereo
Blaupunkt Seattle SOR-27 auto reverse,
excel. cond. $100, 2n-9999

•

Math b.Jtorl I have a BS in engineering
and I can help you with those hated
math probs up to calculus! Call
Michelle 380-5998.

Peak freaks, Lynch fans, movie
goers join the only Orlando David Lynch
Fan Club. Call Douglas Sitcher at
897-1800 M-F 9-5

TYPISTS

•Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

PERSONALS

WP, EDITING:APA, ML.A, etc. 366-0538

l Weber call Bill Pippin at 679-6123. It
could mean dinner.

WORDMASTERS m-9600
Mobile home 2wide 3beds 2bath c.air
appliances shed carport 1985 10000 or
assume paymenys60 1985 by UCF
407-658-4936

•STUDENT APARTMENTS•
For rent, Colonial Dr./Alafaya Trail. $85
per week per person, double
occupancy, with biweekly contract, free
furnished, linens, tv, maid service, rent
by weekly, microwave/refrg, cable tv,
phone, laundry facility, student desk,
laser bus close by. Please call

21:-1soo.

TUTORS

Kittens friendly and lovable free to a
good home. Litter trained call 382-4226

New 486SX 25MHZ, 2M RAM, 85MB
IDEHD Minitower, 200W ps, 14· super
vga color monitor, enhanced keyboard
$960. Call 277-2883 leave message.

FOR RENT

Pam Beasley 365-2569.

Part-time tutor wanted in my home
Northwest Orlando area 2 children 6th
and 9th grade. Call ext. 3104 or
295-7348 and leave message.

Cards for sale. All kinds. Singles and
wax boxes. Good selection and great
prices! 823-4227.

Professional typing right next door, fast
and accurate call 359-9203.
Tenn papers & resumes at terrific rates
281-8888 M-S 9-9 dsktop&WP5.1

Greeks & Clubs $1000 an hour!
Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.

Male non smoker to share townhouse.
5 min. from campus. Furnished, pool,
own bath. $275/mo. + 1/2 utilities. Call
anytime 384-9111.

M/F wanted to share 4br/2ba house.

SIGMA CHI
Derby Daze '93 is here. Good luck to

HELP WANTED

For rent 2bd 2 1/2 ba townhouse off
Alafaya Tr. $ * per month + early
payment discount 851-6195.

ROOMMATES

B&E srvc WP, papers, resumes,
theses. Professional (407) 277-6430.

NIA surfboard $275 6'2· 3 months old
823-4355.

For rent 2 bedroom apt walking
distance to UCF. Call 363-5636.

. 407-422-5115
·Free to call 24 hours

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-~735
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

'84 Volvo st wgn stick 70k orig miles
one owner $4300 call 366-4516.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NICKI!!
You don't look bad for someone your
age!ll I would promise to make the rest
of your life as painless as possible but
that would take all the fun out my life!!.
All of my love... Michelle.

Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.

28128, duplex, washer-dryer, very close
1983 Honda Accord 127000 miles, auto,
to UCF, available Feb. 1, approx. $440. · air, am/fin stereo, runs great, $2395.
365-3425.
Call 788-3465.

ARE YOU READY FOR

listen to hundreds of personal ad
recordings of people lookin~ for you.
Relationships/Fantasies
Exotic AdventUrEis/U~ 1 on·1
The Newest Fun Way For Hot Dates

Fast•Professional•Accurate

AUTOS

·

Looking for a hot date?
Just give them a ring.

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

The Central Florido Future .. through the cooperotion of the
UCF Wellness Center.. ts offering Us customers 8 free condom.

VALENTINE'S DAY?

Simply drop by our business office and take out n Vnlentine·s Dny
c1asslf1ed 8t our spec181 rates and pick up your fre~ condom!
.

Community Bio-Resources,

SPRII\TG BREAK ..OS"
DAYTOI\TA BEACH
$99.00 Plus Tax
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DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
• Protect against infectio~
• Patients in shoe~
• Accident victims
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
for bums, surgery, or
• New research on life
treatments of illness
threatening diseases

"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"
•

333 S. Atlantic Aver-....e
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Daytona Beach, FL 32118
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ParadisellTI

I

Inc.~

Until Robots
replace humans ...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

~· ·

$57.00 Plus Tax
Per Oay, Up to
4 in a Room

7 Nights 8 Days
Per Person Based
On Quad Occupancy
INCLUDES
*Free Breakfast Daily
*Continuous Pool Parties
"Continuous" Filming
*No Cover in Night Club
as Seen on MTV
Reservations and College
ID Required
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Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. CI;Uich St. Orlando, Fl. 328C:)

(407) 841-215i
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Rape is too b~tal
a violation to write
off in our society
ithout question, one of the most devastating and intensely personal crimes one
person can -commit against another is
sexual battery, commonly called rape.
It is a violation so terrible that some victims
simply never recover.
Aayone who has ever looked into the eyes of
rape victims, anyone who has ever seen the
<iepth of their pain, is left with a feeling that is
not easily forgotten.
·
All too often, however, rape is a crime that is
far from the minds of college students. It is
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sexual assault in their lifetimes.
I
- -· - ·-_- ·---1
Another misconception which persists is that '
1
.C...
4-.
rape is a sexual crime. This is perhaps because
of its label as "sexual battery."
However, there. is nothing sexual about rape
from the outside. The parties. The fund-raisers. The parties! Many of you did not join a fraternity or sorority for a
other than the act itself as the means of accomShannon Martin
variety ofreasons from lack of funds, to lack of int.erest, to
plishing it.
SCENARIO
overall disgust ofthe entire syst.em. Just because you made
Rape is, has been and always will be a violent
you're
decision to remain independent does not put you in
his
article
is
a
follow-up
act that is perpetuated upon a defenseless or less
to an article I had writ- the 'nght," you merely made the decision which is best for
powerful human being.
t.en last month entitled you, just you, and only you.
For example, one has only to look at what is
"Former greek urges
Hold up, greeks! You're not off the hook, either! It
happening at this time in Bosnia, where Muslim
both sides to open up."
seems that many people in many frat.ernities and
women have testified to b~ing subjected to sysMany appreciated my sororities were less than pleased at my article. I say "it
tematic and contnual 'rapes by soldiers trying to
honesty in relaying such an seems" because only about five people told me that
break their spirit.
unbiased article. I was com- plenty of their friends (I don't know how many) were
For this reason, a rape must never be dis. mendedforpresentingboth the angry. Angry at what?! Me? I didn't do or say anything
good and bad of being both that was not the truth. Has it become wrong for me to
missed out of hand as some sort of overblown
state what I know as blatantly obvious and truthful? I
greek and independent.
hormonal action or lustful act. It is not lust; it is
I
worked
to
the
best
of
my
never
printed the name of any greek system. I did not
violence pure and simple. Fortunately, a great
ability
to
point
out
that
neither
blame
individuals and I did not go into detail as to what
deal of attention is focused on the crime of sexual
group is totally correctin their beliefs. Still, I received some exactly it was I did not like. It was not necessary. That
battery during Rape Awareness Week on camnegative feedback. People from both sides insist that was not my purpose.
pus, this the third year of the event at UCF.
somehow the article had offended them personally. I don't
Many took offense because they thought I was intenWe would like to encourage all ·s tudents to see how that is possible. I never mentioned the name ofany tionally "slamming" a single organization. Shannon
participate in the activities planned for Rape frat.emity, sorority, organimtion or group ofpeople in the Martin is not out to get "even," or else I would have
Awareness Week, which starts February 8.
entire article.
list.ed a name, an incident, or a fraternity or sorority.
It is true that while being independent does not always My purpose was to tell the audience that greek life has
Not only are there a series of talks, presentations and a mock rape trial planned, the Campus grant me the satisfaction I deseive,greek life didnotalways its downfalls, too. It's notALLf:m and games, although
it may appear so from the outside. No greek. .. yes, NO
Activities Board has even arranged its movie cal- offer me what I thought it might.
When
I
was
first
t..Old
that
my
article
offended
some
GREEK can say that he or she has never ever had a
endarto show two films, "The Accused" and"Prince
people, I admit, I felt guilty and full of apology. I felt as if I problem with the greek syst.em. Just no one wrote
ofTides," which deal directly with the issue of rape
hadbetrayedmyfriends-both greek andindependent- about it in The Central Florida Future.
and its effect on both men and women.
but why should I feel like I have done something wrong?!
fm sony if my article personally offended anyone on
This is a crime that is closer to home than I haven't! Even though some people took personal offense, either side, but rm not sorry I wrot.e it I have experienced
many students realize, andmaintainingan aware others read the article for its purpose... to educat.e.
college life in a way that many people have not, and I refuse
attitude will go a long way toward preventing
To the independents who told me "I told you so," you to sit by and let someone be brainwashed by greeks or
this most heinous crime.
didn't t.ell me a damn thing! How could you possibly know independents. This is an opinion oolumn, not a praise
And speaking of heinous crimes, we would what greek life would be like? YOUVE NEVER BEEN column! Just because someone does not like what I have to
like to extend our best wishes to Dorothy Reid GREEK! There are so many things I learned, and so many say, does not mean I will not say it; and just because my
Lewis, the woman who was attacked in Eustis experiences I have gained. There are somethings that I did experiences were not all positive does not mean I will hide
Sunday night. Fortunately, her will to live far that I never could have done and made many friends that them. Hyou'reSTIILupsetwith me,eitherwrit.earebuttal
or get over it! I have many opinions peoplemaynotlike, and
outweiighed the physical and psychological bom- I never would have had I not been greek.
Nearly
every
independent
I
have
spoken
with
has,
at
if
you're too timid to challenge my ideas, this should be a
bardment she endured on a weekend that most
some time, shown int.erest in greek life. It looks int.eresting long semest.er... for YOU!
of us spent celbrating for its sporting event.
If nothing brings home the unsettling fact
Letters Policy
·_
that violence and sexual battery are right here
in Central Florida, the case of Lewis and her We encourage our readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than
daughters, Jamilya and Jasmine, should.
300 words, and must include the author's name, major, and must be signed. The editorial staff
reserves the right to edit letters for space. Letters can be-sent to The Central Florida Future, P.O.
We wish Ms. Reid a speedy recovery.
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Letters

will be in another class. This, I think, is become blown into an incident of racial
MORE REACTIONS TO RACIAL REMARK STORY
tension. The words in the student newsThree weeks ago a friend came up to anAfrican American, I had a personal the real tragedy.
me in need of guidance, and I just plain
blew it! She simply needed a familiar
' voice to reaffirm her right to exist and I
had no reassuring words to offer her. My
friends's name is Lynn Carswell and she
came to me distraught over an incident
in her Judaic Studies class in which the
instructor, Professor Gutmann, asked
, her and the only other African American
in the class, "How would you like to be
called a 'nigger'?' This rehtorical question came in response to Lynn's reference to the "Old Testament" in her
preceeding question. According to Judaic belief, the New Testament is not
•recognized as scripture. Hence, Professor Gutmann found Lynn's reference derogatory in that it inferred his religion
"Was out.dated
As a Student Government senator
and past office holder of the African
American Student Union, I had a public
charge to come to my friend)s aid. As

responsibility to show my sistah' she is
CarltonMcClendon
English
not alone - we are many.
As students, let us all not forget that A DIFFERENT REACTION
whileweanxiouslyawaitthedecisionofthe
In our Jewish history class Professor
Dean ofArts and Sciences as
Gutmann was teaching
to what course her leadership ~~~~~~~~~ about the powerful nature
example will take, we must
h
,.,
of words. When the term
also gather arowid Lynn and
,~ · · e StUuent Old Testament is used, the
let her know she DID NOTHnewspaper did implication is that a better
ING WRONG.
not he1p
I
versionhasreplacedit,and
... ,,
All professors at UCFhave
the Hebrew Scriptures are
an obligation to teach just as
thus dishonored. It is as if
all students have an obliga• Holly Mandelkern a member of a minority
tion to learn. Professor
UCF STUDENT
were called a derogatory
Gutmann was right in corname, and that is likewise
recting Lynn's mistake, but a
offensive. That is the leslessconfrontationalstance mayhavebetter son that most of our class learned and
achieved his purpose. By "playing the doz- from which one student heard a term
ens,"he assumed more ofthe position cK an which she found offensive.
equalizerandlessauniversityprofessorBut since Ms. Carswell has gone to
irrespective ofhis_intentions.
the press, not only is the term taken out
Instead oflearningmore aboutJudaic ofcontext but the whole incident is blown
hist01y this semester, Lynn Carswell out of proportion. A personal hurt has

t

Why Not

paper did not help to diffuse the situation but merely fueled the fire of hatred.
In addition the reputation of an accomplishedscholaranddedicated teacher
has been tarnished. The newspaper
seems eagerto print allegations ofintent
before the Arts and Sciences dean's office
has had time to render~ an opinion. If
sensitivity to each other is the desired
goal, then sensitivity toward a man's
reputation should also be held in high
regard. This sensitivity has not been
shown to Dr. Gutmann.
There is a major error in your article.
ThereisnosuchthingastheJewishChureh.
'filisitselfisoffensive and indicates alack rL
sensitivity. Maybe this points to the need
for more information in working toward
betterwiderstandingbetweenpeoples. Perh~ the journalist would like to join Dr.
Gutmann's histoey class.
Holly Mancklkern
History

Chris Besaw
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Next year celebrate Christmas in I.as Vegas
.

Dave~

•;;I I:JI!~ Ij,t,j :J ·1

J
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ust before Christmas, Beth and I, being deeply
traditional people, went to Las Vegas.
We stayed at Caesars Palace, a giant hotelcasino authentically decorated to look exactly the way
the Roman Empire would have looked if it had consisted mainly of slot machines. Caesars also features
roughly four zillion flashing lights, huge toga-clad
statues that move, cocktail waitresses wearing cos"1umes designed by Frederick's of Rome and a bar on a
large indoor boat that is actually floating. ("Norm, I
think maybe you've had enough, you might ..." SPLASH
:'MAN OVERBOARD!")
In other words, by Vegas standards, Caesars is very
understated. It's a traditional Amish farm settlement
compared to the casino next door, the Mirage, which
as - really - dolphins, albino tigers, an indoor rain
forest and an outdoor volcano that erupts on schedule.
(You're going ro see more and more hotels installing
\rolcanoes in response to demand from the business
traveler.) Also, right behind the front desk is a giant
aquarium containing sharks. So you definitely should
inot mess with the Mirage. ("Were you planning to pay
for those hotel towels in your suitcase, Furbitt? Or
would you prefer to TAKE A LITTLE SWIM?")
But you can't beat Caesars Palace for that oldfashioned Christmas spirit. Each day we went downstairs to the casino at around 8 a.m. for breakfast, and
we fowid gamblers still up from the night before, with
drinks in their hands and cigarettes in their mouths,
staring at cards and yelling at dice. Meanwhile, over
the public-address system, drifting through the smoky
· , came the voices of a choir singing.
•Hark the Herald angels sing ..."
But the gamblers were not harking to the music at
flil. If the roof had opened up and the actual herald
angels had come swooping into Caesars, the gamblers
would have kept right on gambling. And pretty soon the
~Is would have stopped singing and started putting

f 11993 Tribune Media Setvices.. Inc.
Ali Atghl s RB !iel ~ed

quarters into the slot machines.
It's very difficult to resist the slot machines, and Las
Vegas is designed so that you can't walk anywhere
without encountering dozens of them. If you got seriously injured in Las Vegas, and medical personnel
rushed you to the hospital, I bet they'd wheel your
stretcher past a row of slot machines on the way to the
operating room. And even if your arm had become
detached, it would leap off the stretcher by itself and
yank on a handle. Such is the power of the slots.
The casinos are basically dense slot machine forests.
You wander in there, feed in some quarters, get some
free drinks from the thoughtful cocktail waitresses,
feed in more quarters, glance at your watch and ...
WHOA! It's 1997! People get lost in there. If you
sear~hed all the slot machine areas, you'd probablyfind
Amelia Earhart.
You would not, however, find Beth. For some reason
she was not attracted to the slots, even though I
demonstrated to her how entertaining they are:
ME: OK, you put·a quarter in, and you pull the

handle, and MACHINE: Whirrrrclunkclunkclunk. (Silence.)
ME: Ha ha! Now you put in another quarter!
BETH: Why?
Beth thinks the casinos should offer more of what
she described as "fun" games, the type of entertainment-for-the-whole-family activities that people engage in to happily while away the hours. If Beth ran a
casino, there would be a brightly lit table surrounded
by high rollers in tuxedos and evening gowns, and the
air would be charged with excitement as a player rolled
the dice, and the crowd would lean forward, and the
shout would ring out ... "He landed on PARK PLACE!"
But they don't play a lot of Monopoly in the
casinos. They do play a card game called "blackjack."
I took a blackjack lesson from a friend of ours named
Bob, a Las Vegas resident who is an expert gambler,
although he makes his living - this is true managing pension plans. ("Don't worry, Mrs.
Bleemer; you're in a very solid investment position.
Unless the Lakers lose.")
Bob sat me down and explained his simple Winn.l!16
Blackjack System, whreh can be easily learned in ju.:: ~.
a few minutes by anybody who is Stephen Hawking.
"OK," Bob said, "ifyou have less thari 16, and the dealer
has a six or higher showing, then you should get
another card, unless you have a seven and a three, in
which case you would 'double down,' bearing in mind
that an ace can be a one OR an 11 but NOT a two or a
four, or, on weekends, a nine, unless you think the
dealer MIGHT have the Old Maid, in which case ..."
After I was confident that I had no idea what Bob
was talking about, I sat down at a blackjack table and
immediately won about 10 hands in a row by making a
series of totally random decisions. Meanwhile Bob,
sitting next to me with his Winning System, was losing.
(I THINK it was his own money, but just in case, check
your pension plan.) I won $26, which I deposited in a
slot machine for safekeeping. Playing the machine next
to me was a man who I think might have been Jimmy
Hoffa. In the background I could hear angels singing,
"Gloria in Excelsis." They must have been winning.
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Sha.q's connnereiaJ debut, a success or flop?
play on the court, but your fine performance on the tube. You've made Orlando proud.

Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES
•

Thurman Thomas, Emmitt Smith,
Jim Kelly, Michael Irving, Shaquille
O'Neal, Bugs Bunny. What do they
have in common?
Large bank accounts, yes, but that's
not all. rm referring to their Sunday
performances. Thomas: injured. Smith:
amazing. Kelly: short. Irving: outstanding. O'Neal: pathetic. Bunny: questionable.
Let's forget the game for a minute
(that's easy for Buffalo fans) and take a
look at things taking place between the
minutes of the bovine slaughter.
The Super Bowl has become a showcase for the newest innovations to be
born of the commercial advertising industry. Some old faces were back. Joe
Namath is coaching in the Bud Bowl
(who dreamed this up?), Jordan and
Bugs are blasting off and our own beloved boy-wonder Shaquille O'Neal has
made his highly-hyped commercial debut for Reebok.
Now, for those of you who were at
the refrigerator when Shaq making a
"" couple million dollars to walk around in
shoes (commonly mistaken for boats)
and attempting to act, let me recap the
moment of misery.
O'Neal walks down a court and
knocks on what looks like thin air but is
actually an invisible door. An eye slot
-'I on this unseen door opens and he is
informed that he is early and is asked if
he is ready. Amid some neat visual
effects, O'Neal goes through the door
and finds himselfin the Elysian Field of

*

basketball greats with Bill Russell, Bill
Walton, KareemAbdul-Jabbar and Wilt
Chamberlain.
The idea here is that he must prove
himself. Somehow he feels he can accomplish this by slamming the ball in
the hoop and shattering the backboard. •
With this done, he turns and looks
triumphantly at the round ball demigods. They then inform Shaq that he is
not finished and the spot ends with
them presenting him with a broom and
dustpan. So, you ready to buy some
expensive shoes?
Well, mypointexactly. Shaq-your
true calling is on the parquet floor, not
on the television. And definitely not as
a shoe salesman. What an
embarrasment!
Stand and cheer sports fahs, that
is, if you can stop laughing so hard.
Kudos to the Official Word, Trivial
Trylko was finally right on something.
Congrats tomyfriendsBrianandFrank,
you held the faith for this long. Dallas
finally came through for you. And, last
but not least, I must bow to my friend
John who is now claiming to be the
m1;1ster (at choosing winners I guess).

BECOME A DEPUTY

Trace ';l'rylko
OFFICIAL WORD
Home town hero, basketball phenomenon and well, all around funny
guy Shaquille O'Neal made his national commercial television debut during the Super Bowl. Shaq lived up to
expectations and made Orlando Magic
fans proud with his Reebok plug.
Shaq's showing impressed viewers,
as his spot was one of the highest rated
commercials in the USA TODAY ad
meter opinion ratings.
Orlando's rookie center, already
bound for the NBA All-Star game,
Rookie of the Year award and heck, the
Hall of Fame, flashed his wide grin to
millions and notched a certain place
among tv land's great product endorsers.
No knock on Chicago's Michael Jordan, but he was upstaged in his spot by
cartoon great Bugs Bunny. No such
embarassement can be linked to Shaq.
Shaq stood with the greats, Kareem
Abdul J abaar and Bill Russell, and
proved he belonged in their company.
Thanks Shaq for not only your stellar

Speaking of pride, do the Buffalo
Bills have any left? Buffalo, one ofNew
York state's most notable sports losers
of late, dropped their third straight
Super Bowl. Since Ms. Duncanson
rarely acknowleges how often I'm on
the mark in my column, I would like to
rub it in this week.
Dedicated Official Word readers, and
I know there are throngs of you out
there, remember I predicted Dallas'
success would come from three areas:
passing, rushing and defense. Well,
Troy Aikman threw for four touchdowns, Emmitt Smith had over 100
yards on the ground and the dominant
Cowboys' defense pressured Buffalo
into nine turnovers. What more can I
say?
Well on one final note, I would like to
slam our apathetic student body for
not supporting UCF's athletic programs. In particular, I would like to
question the much ballyhood and often
disappointing support of our teams by
the Greek community. Joe Dean's men's
basketball team and Jerry Richardson's
women's basketball squad deserve better from the students on this campus.
Students are admitted to these
games free with a validated ID. What's
your excuse for not attending games?
There is no excuse.
Don't throw away the athletic fee
you've already paid for. The action is
fun, win or lose. So, get involved and
until next week, remember-the sports
beat goes on!

UCF

*
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Charleston dumps
Knights to 7-12
by Alan Byrd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFs men's basketball team played
one of the toughest opponents on their
schedule without one oftheir top players
and fell to the College of Charleston 7465 Monday. The Running Knights were
playingwithout UCF career assist record
holder Sinua Phillips, who was serving a
one game suspension for violation of
team rules. Neither Phillips or head coach
Joe D_e an would comment on the nature
of the infraction.
The absence ofPhillips was felt as the
Knights lost their fifth in a row against
a future division program. Both UCF (712) and Charleston (3-13) will be moving
into the Trans America Athletic Conference next year.
The Knights were plagued by a lack of
outside shooting. The team shot 13-19
from inside, but only 11-31 from the
perimeter. "Our inside players have
stepped up a notch," said Dean. "It just
seems our perimeter players have gone
the other way."
The Knights were led by a double
double by Victor Saxton, who scored 18
points and notched lOrebounds. Phillips'
replacement, Ryan Harding, scored two
points and had seven turnovers.
The Cougars were led by forward Pat
King, who tied a career-high with 26
points. King and sophomore guard Mo-

rion Busby, who scored 17 points, proved
to be too much for the Knights. Charleston also provided stellar defense, creating 20 turnovers with 16 steals.
UCF shooting guard Ray Carter was
promoted into the starting line-up, taking the place of Eddie Foster.
"Foster was beeoming inconsistent
from the outside," said Dean. "Carter
justhas the ability for an outside shooter."
Carter responded by scoring 12 points on
four of five shots from three-point land.
Charleston stood in the national spotlight when it defeated Georgia Tech last
month in Atlanta "We played an excellent
team," said Dean. "We played very well and
had great concentration.The game was a
dogfight the whole way."
UCF played Charleston very close
during the first half, going into the locker
room at the half down by two, 33-31.
After two baskets to open the second
half, Charleston went on an 15-5 run to
open up an eight-point lead.
ReserveMattMatonhita three pointer
to bring the Knights to within three, but
they could get no further. Charleston
went on a 17-6 run to finish off th~
Knights.
The Knights were led by the front court
play of Saxton, who scored 10 second-half
points, Danyl Davis, who scored seven in
the serond half and 13 overall, and center
James Walker, who scored seven second-.
half points and 15 overall

i

The Running Knights struggle to stay on top of the tough competition iri the TAAC conference. <o.Hoog1FuruRE)
At the line, UCF had another splendid game, sinking 85% of their free
throws. But the bench was a non-factor,
contributing only five points as Dean
played his starters most of the game.
"We must continue to practice hard
and keep the team upbeat," said Dean.
"It's just a matter of learning how to

."
Wlil.

Whats On Tap?
Sat.:

Women's Basketball @Southeastern Louisiana, 6:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball@ Florida Atlantic, 7:30 p.m.

Mon:

Women's Basketball vs. Louisiana Tech, 7:00 p.m.

Charleston (74)
Busby 5-113-4 17, Woods 2-3 2-4 6, Jackson 2-6 +4 8, King~ 19 67 26, Palmer 2-4 0-0 4, Ward 5-8 1-2 11, Turner 1-2 0-0 2, Johneon
0-0 0-0 0
.
UCF(8')
Harding 1-40-02,Carter4-ll0-012, WalkerS-83-4 16, Davis412 4-5 13, Sexton 7-11 4-4 18, Foster 0.1 0-0 0, Harper 0.1 0-0 0,
Mat.on 2-4 0-0 5
Halftime Charleston 33 UCF 31, 3-point Charleston 6 (Bullby 5-7,
King2-6)UCF6(Carter4-5,Matonl-2,Davisl-3Foster0.1),Fouled
out- Carter 1:64, Rebounds Charleston 31 (Jack.on, Ward 8) UCF
28 (Saxton 10), Technical Fouls-none, Total Fouls- Char18t.on 15
UCF 19.
A-2176

Lightning nab some
road ice victories

.,,
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Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES

Frazier works hard for lady Knights
by Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

Lonnette Frazier continues to make an
impact •or the Lady Knights. (DeHoJg/FUTURE)
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Lonnette Frazier, a 5'8'' freshman starting guard
from St. Petersburg, has found her niche in the UCF
women's basketball program.
Frazier is leading the team in rebounding (averaging 6. 7) and steals (averaging 1.4). She is ranked
13th in scoring in the Trans America Athletic Conference (averaging 10.9).
Although Frazier came to UCF on an academic
scholarship, she is -impressed by the basketball
program, including what she feels is an outstanding
coaching staff.
Frazier is planning to major in technical engineering, which is a combination of all the engineering
programs.
Frazier became involved in basketball her sophomore year in high school almost by accident. She was
approached by the women's basketball coach when
she was a cheerleader.
"The coach told me I was too tall to be a cheerleader,"
Frazier said. "I started playing and I loved it."
Frazier cites her strengths on the court as her toughness, rururing abilicy and strength and lists her wffiknesses as dribbling, shooting, attitude and pasffing. With
extra workouts during the off season, Frazier hopes to
improve her game, which she feels is below average.
Frazie:- is very happy to be playing under head
coach Jerry Richardson. Frazier said that the two most
important things she has learned from Richardson
this season are commitment and self-esteem.
"He is the calmest man I have ever met, "Frazier said
with a smile. "He is the atlmest man I will ever meet."

· ·.BASEBALL ~RE'{l~f!i INSIDE

The Tampa Bay Lightning locker room has reason
to celebrate again. After playing 15 games with only
two wins, Tampa Bay stole back-to-back
victoriesagainst Minnesota and San Jose.
Wendell Young was called up from the minor
leagues Saturday in time to take the ice in
Minnesotaand snap the North Stars' seven-game
winning streak. Left wing Chris Kontos scored-his
25th goal of the season late in the second period to
help edge Minnesota 4-3. This was the first time in
franchise history the Lightning have beat the North
Stars.
Monday, the Lightning matched the National
Hockey League record for road victories by an expansion team, nine, with a win over the San Jose Sharks,
5-4.
Center Rob Zamuner and center Rob DiMaio
opened up the first period for the Lightning with one
goal a piece. The teams traded goals in the second,
Tampa's courtesy ofDiMaio, and went into the final
period with the Lightning up by two.
A scoring frenzy began for San Jose in the third,
but the Sharks never tied the game. Tampa Bay
scored three goals to snag the win.
The reinstatement ofYoung to his place in front of
the Tampa net caps off a few roster changes for the
Lightning. Left wing Basil McRae was traded to St.
Louis for winger Jason Ruff and draft picks in 1994
or '95. Lightning President/General Manager Phil
Esposito said the team is trying to build for the
future.
"I think about us and our game plan is five to seven
years," he said.
Following Wednesday's game at Vancouver, the
Lightning will rest for five days before lacing up the
skates at home versus Toronto on Tuesday. Game
time is 7:35 p.m. at Expo Hall.

~
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by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

Although the UCF baseball program lost six key
position players and three leading hitters
off last year's team, this season won't be
written off as a rebuilding year. On the
contrary, the Knights are reloading.
The Diamond Knights will start four
freshmen-Rich Lawrence, Scott Loubier,
Mark Wittimore and Alex Morales.
Three sophomore~ will
also start, including
Tony Marrillia, Todd
Tocco and Eddie Garcia.
Two of the four starting
freshmen played on Team Florida,
a team comprised of the top 20 high
school seniors in Florida. The team is
also starting a high school All-American.
"We don't all want to be considered
young guys, we want to be considered
a team," Lawrence said.
Because of the loss of their three
key offensive threats, the Knights will
also change their offensive style.
"We don't have as much power as we
did last year, so we will place a great deal
of emphasis on speed and bunting," head
coach .lay Bergman said.
"We are still going to score as many runs
as we did last year, but we wil do it in
different ways," said Eric Golden, second
baseman."We will try and use our speed to
our advantage."
The strongest part of the offensive team
looks to be the infield.
Golden, co-captain and the only senior
starting on offense, · solidifies the infield.
Golden is expected to be a good glovesman
and a solid hitter.
"He does so many things that don't show up
in the box scores," Bergman said. "He is agreat
worker and a tremendous team player."
Last year he played in every game and hit
.282 with 10 stolen bases.
Sophomore Garcia will be playing third
base.Garcia saw playing time last year and
is known as a solid defensive player.

"Eddie has worked hard and has shown a lot of Junior Olympics' squad, will start at shortstop.
Last year, he was drafted in the eighth round by the
improvement over the fall," Bergman said.
Lawrence, who played on Team Florida and the San Diego Padres.
"I don't think I was ready to sign with a major
league team yet, and I wanted to play college ball at
a place where I can come and relax and not have any
big-time pressure," Lawrence said.
"He already has a major league arm at shortstop," Bergman said.
Tocco will start at first base. He saw time in left
field and as designated hitter last year, hitting .308
in 48 games.
Bergman will start Loubier, another Team
Florida standout, at catcher.
"He's a good player and has a terrific attitude,"
Bergman said.
Not niany balls will fall in with the speed of the
players in the outfield. "I don't know anyone who
has a fas~r outfield then we have," Bergman said.
Marrillia will move from center field to right
field, replacing Chad Mottola. Marrillia hit .261
last year and stole 10 bases. Coaches are confident
Marrillia, a high school All-American, a Team
Florida grad and Junior Olympics member,
will make the transition smoothly.
Playing centerfield is speedster Wittimore, also a kick
returner on the Fighting
Knights' football
team.

,,, ,
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"He is a
welcome
addition to
the team,"
Bergman
said. "He is a
throwback to
the·old days:"
"His job ·will be to hit the ball on the ground
because he has a chance of beating it out."
Switch-hitting freshman Morales will start in
left field. Bergman cited Morales' great speed as a
big advantage for the Knights .
Even though the Diamond Knights lost key players offlast year's team, th~y are being replaced with
young players who can come in and pick up where
they left off.

UCF schedule peppered with challenges
by Jason Lesko

play) won the TAAC. Stetson
(13-5), received an at-large bid
to
compete in the NCAA tourAfter a 35-23 record last
season, the UCFbaseball team nament.
"We are all fired up going in,
heads into the upcoming season in a new conference and because we aren't picked to
playing one of the toughest win it," sophomore pitcher Eric
non-conference schedules in Hagstrom said.
"The conference is easier all
the nation.
The Knights will compete around, but Stetson and FIU
in the Eastern Division of the are tough," Bergman said.
Trans America Athletic Con- "Only two of the three of us are
ference, after posting a 9-10 going to go to the conference
record in Sunbelt Conference tournament and it is going to
be a dogfight."
play last year.
The Knights play an excitThe Eastern Division consists of Stetson, College of ing non-conference schedule
Charleston and Florida Inter- which sounds like a list of the
national University. The Who's Who of collegiate baseKnights will not play any West- ball.
UCF opens up against the
ern Division teams during the ·
defending
national champions
regular season.
Pepperdine.
In each division, the teams
They also play Auburn,
will play a double round robin,
Georgia
Tech, 199 lnational
playing three games away and
champions
Louisiana State
three games at home against
University,
Florida
State, Unieach divisional foe.
versity
of
Miami
and
U niverThe TAAC tournament,
sity
of
South
Florida.
which will be held at the field
UCF also plays an exhibiof the Eastern Division's wintion
on March 4 against the
ner, will consist of each
Kansas
City Royals.
division's champion and run"Our
non-conference opponer-up.
nents
are
tougher than our conLast season, Southeastern
ference
games,"
pitching coach
Louisiana (12-4 in conference
STAFF REPORTER

Mike Maack said. "We need to
maintainourfocusduringthose
games and stick together."
"We were able to attract a
lot oftop freshman in here with

our sche~ule," head coach Jay
Bergman . said. "We open up
with a great opportunity playing against Pepperdine and
Georgia Tech, which is also

ranked in the top 10."
"We aren't nervous at all,
we are excited about this season," freshmen left fielder Alex
Morales said.

The Knights hope junior pitcher Joe Wagner (36) is not backed up against a
wall by opposing batters in the TAAC this season. CoeHoog1FuruRE>
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Knights hope to pitch their way to success
Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

Ifthe saying holds true that good pitching wins baseball games, then the UCF
Knights have nothingto worry about. UCF
loston]ytwo pitchersoffiastyear's staffand
was able to land some of F1orida's best
pitching prospectB.
.
"We are on the same level as any team in
the st.ate,"pitclringooach Mike Maack said
" The additions this year make our staff
even stronger than it was last year."
'Thepitchersrealizethatweareayoung,
offensive team and we have to keep the
other~fromscoring,:_¥aackadded "If
we can score two or three runs a game, we
are going to win a lot ofgames."
Sophomore Mike Halperin will start

UCFs first game versus Pepperdine.
Halperin, the most consistent pitcher for
the Krughts' last year, went 7-1witha2. 70
earned run average, strikingout93 batters
in 97 innings.Senior Jimmy Still looks to
come back with a strong year after a disappointing 1992 season. He pitched last season with a sore shoulder, but still went 5-3
with a 3. 76 ERA
"I took the fall off and now rm full go,"
Still said
Another st.art.er being looked at heavily
by the scouts is senior Joe Wagner. Wagner
has been clocked around 90 mph and has
developed into a complete pitrher.
"Last year he tried to overpower hitters,
but toward the end of last season he actually started to pitch," Maack said

Junior lefty Jason Schluttis also attract,.

middle and long relief roles.
Ther Knightswillalsore]yonsomeofthe
developed into a polished pitcher. Sclilutt state's best freshman talent.
can throw the ball in the upper80'sandhas
'The freshmen this year are ready to
command ofhis change-up. He will be used pitrh now, and will be given an opportunity
as both a starter and a set-up man.
to pitch a few innings here and there,"
Senior side-arm hurler Mike Cimilluca, Maack said
a transfer from Oklahoma Baptist. will be
Tim Riegert, an All-American from
the closer.
Orlando's Dr. Phillips High Schoo~ will be
"He will come in and pitch extremely called upon this season.
well this year," Maack said
"He is a real crafty pitcher who can
SeniorJules Van Landuyt will be moved change speeds," Maack said
to middle reliefthis season. Last season he
Jay Veniard, who has consistently
went7-4witha3.41ERARoundingoutthe thrown the ball in the low to mid BO's will
staff this season will be Eric Hagstrom, also see some action.
Steve Schneider, a transfer from North
Coaches hope the newcomers will gain
Florida Junior College and Ryan Moore, a the experience necessary to fill the vacansplit finger pitcher. They will be used in cies left by the graduating seniors.
ing attention from the pro scouts and has

UCF Knights' Broadcasting Information
TV coverage on Sunshine Network
Mar. 31 @Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Apr. 14 vs.South Florida, 7 p.m.
May B @ Florida International, 1 p.m.

"l'MGETTI G

Radio coverage on WUCF-FM 89.9
Feb. 16 vs. Flagler, 7 p.m.
Feb. 21 vs. Rollins, 1 p.m.
Feb. 25 vs. Tennessee, 7 p.m.
Mar. 3 vs. Vanderbilt, 3 p.m.
Mar. 23 vs. Cornell, 7 p.m.
Apr. 2 vs. College of Charleston, 7 p.m.
Apr. 5 vs. Florida Atlantic, 7 p.m.
Apr.14 vs South Florida, 7 p.m.

DODD GRADrES--1 DA
GREAT RESUI E~"
1

Alumni Update
Three players from last year's team are making
their way up the ranks after being drafted professionally in 1992.

"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I
graduate I'm going to have more than a
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to have
a great looking resume. too.
" Fortune magazine rated UPS one
of the 'most admired ' corporations in
America . And I work there. I make·
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day. I'm even being considered for a promotio n. Wouldn't that
lo.ok great on my resume: 'Part-time
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of
working mornings, afternoons, or
nights. I chose to work in Operations.
Some students are in Accounting .
Industrial Engineering , 1.S. and Customer Service.

"It's toug h to graduate at the head of
the class. But if you want to graduate
ahead in the job market, just have UPS
at the top of your resume."
App licants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS , see your school's career
development or job placement
center . UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

I
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

·up:sD':ELrV:ER'I EDU~CATION

RightfielderChad.Mottolahas been plaredon the40-man
springtraining:rffiterforthe Cincinnati Reds. The Reds, who
drafted Mottola fifth overall, train in Plant City.
Third baseman Ty Lynch · played for the Chicago
White Sox organization with the rookie league team in
Utica of the New York/Penn league.
Short stop Gregg Castaldo also spent some time in
rookie ball with the Baltimore Orioles' organization.
He was drafted in the 15th round by Baltimore.

r-----------,
·iFREE VANILIA ICE i
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AS A WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL, WE THOUGHT ABOUT OFFERING

I

:CONCERT TICKETS:
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BUT SINCE HE S HISTORY
AND YOU PROBABLY HATE THAT SUBJECT,
WHAT WE'RE ACTUALLY OFFERING IS

FREE LEMON ICE
WI1H THE PURCHASE OF ANY ADULT ENTREE
(EXCLUDING DOUBLE-SLICE PIZZA)
WHEN YOU BRING IN TI-IIS COUPON.
Oller good lhroughMarch 31, 1993
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----- _____ ...
Real Italian. Real Fast
12025 Collegiate Way/300-3737
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Bergman provides
insights on Knights
by Alan Byrd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF baseball roach Jay Bergmansaid he is looking forward to the upcoming season,
which opens Friday with the Olive Garden Classic. The Knights are a young team that
emphasizes speed and pitching. The following is an interview with Bergman:
CFF: What is the outlook for the season?

Bergman: Well, we're just very young. Our pitching staff returns, so that's
certainly a plus. We don't know what kind of freshman mistakes are going to
happen. It's just part of the process. You can't replace experience.
CFF: What do you see as the team's strengths?

Bergman: Right now, with all our returning pitchers, that's a plus for us.
CFF: Who in particular?

Bergman: Well (Mike) Halperin is back and he was 7-1 and (Jules) Van Landuyt
won seven games. We hope Jimmy Still, who came off a sub-par season with a sore
arm, can regain his sophomore success when he won ten games. And Jason Schlutt
gives us a strong nucleus of pitchers.
CFF: What do you see as the team's main weaknesses?

Bergman: We don't have anybody who can hit the ball out of the ballpark. This is
not going to be a home run hitting team. I don't know if that is a weakness or not,
but it certainly is an area ofconcern. But, we have a lot ofspeed, so we will be stealing
bases and executir)g hit-and-runs regardless of the score.
CFF: Who do you see coming up as team leaders?
Bergman: Eric Golden is a returning player. He's a two-year st.arter for us at .second
base. He's a junior and a co-captain. Still is a senior, a fifth-year player and a co-captain
as well. Those people we will look to for leadership.
CFF: How about the switch from the Sun Belt to the TAAC conference?

Bergman: It's a good conference. Three of the best teams are Florida International,
Stetson and ourselves, and only two of them are going to the tournament.
CFF:There are some tough games, such as defending national champion Pepperdine on
Friday. Coach, what about the schedule?
Bergman: That's why we made the.schedule, to challenge some oftheyoungplayers. LSU
and Auburn are on the road, plus the tournament here. I think if we can get by the first
20 r,ames and be 10-10 we'll have a chance to get going and maybe make a run at it in ]ate
March or April. We're not going to try to put pressure on the players. They're goingto have
tD play through some rnist.akes. There's no question about that.

1993 UCF ·BASEBALL SCHEDULE
DATE

DAY

TIME

Feb.5-7
Fri-Sun
Ol ive Garden Classic, Kissimmee
Feb. 5
Fri
UCF vs. Pepperdine
Sat
Feb. 6
UCF vs . Auburn
Feb. 6
Sat
UCF vs. Georgia Tech
Sun
Feb. 7
Consolation Game
Feb. 7
Sun
Championship Game
Sat
Feb. 13
BETHUNE-COOKMAN (dh)
Feb. 15
Mon
@ Bethune-Cookman
Feb. 16
Tue
FLAGLER
Feb. 19
Fri
FIT
Sat
@Rollins
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Sun
ROLLINS
Thu
TENNESSEE
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
Fri
ILLINOIS
Feb. 26
Fri
TENNESSEE
Feb. 28
Sun
ILLINOIS
Mar. 3
Wed
VANDERBILT
Mar. 4
Thu
@ Kansas City Royals #
Mar. 6
Sat
@LSU
Sun
Mar. 7
@LSU
Mar. 8-13
Mon-Sat
UCF CLASSIC
Mar. 8
Mon
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
Mar. 9
Tue
MARYLAND-EASTERN SHORE
Wed
BUTLER
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Wed
vs. Florida State &
Mar. II
Thu
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO
Mar. 12
Fri
BUTLER
Mar. 13
Sat
MARYLAND-EASTERN SHORE
Mar. 18
Thu
West Virginia &
Mar. 20
Sat
@Auburn
Mar. 21
Sun
@Auburn
Mar. 23
Tue
CORNELL
Wed
Mar. 24
CLEVELAND ST ATE
Mar. 25
Thu
CLEVELAND ST ATE
Mar. 26
Fri
@Stetson •
Mar. 27
Sat
@Stetson • (dh)
Mar. 31
Wed
@Miami
Apr. 2
Fri
COLL. OF CHARLESTON
Apr. 3
Sat
COLL. OF CHARLESTON (dh)
Apr. 5
Mon
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
Apr. 9
STETSON•
Fri
Apr. 10
Sat
STETSON • (dh)
Apr. 14
Wed
SOUTH FLORIDA
Apr. 16
Fri
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL+
Sat
Apr. 17
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL• (dh)
Wed
Apr. 21
SOUTH FLORIDA
@ Coll. of Charleston +
Apr. 23
Fri
Apr. 24
Sat
@ Coll. of Charleston • (db)
Sat
@ South Florida
May 1
May 2
Sun
@South Florida (db)
@ Florida International *
May 7
Fri
@. Florida International• (db)
May 8
Sat
# at Baseball City, Fla.
& at fackie Robinson Stadium, Daytona Beach
• Trans America Athldi.: Confrrence games

8:00 p.m.
1:~0 p.m.
4:30 p. m.
12:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
l:OOp. m.
3:00 p .m.
7:00 p.m.
3:00 p. m.
1:15 p.m.
.J:OO p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Noon
3:00 p.m.
1:30 p. m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

-

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p. m.
7:00 p.m .
7:00 p. m.
7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p. m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p. m.
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p. m.
2:30 p.m.
1:00 p. m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p. m.

,y-.

1993 University of Central Florida Baseball Roster
Numerical
No
0
1
3
4
6
7
8
9·
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23

24
26
27

28

29

Jules Van Landuyt will be a key ingredient in ihe
Knights' middle relief picture this year. (DeHoog1FuruRE)

OPPONENT

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38

Name
Mike Cimilluca
T~dd Tocco
Kevin Wainscott
Alex Morales
Matt Wallace
Gilbert Barreto
Eric Golden
Jon Ball
Rich Lawrence
Tony Marrillia
Mark Whittemore
Eddy Garica
Alex Garcia
Troy Campbell
Jules Van Landuyt
Jimmy Still
Jay Veniard
Sheldon Gill
Scott Loubier
Frank Fucile
Erik Hagstrom
Tim Riegert
Gabby Angulo
Sean Ordway
Matt Amman
Ryan Moore
Brian Zinkil
Scott Muhlhan
Ryan Alkire
Jason Schlutt
Steve Schneider
Mike Halperin
Joe Wagner
Steve Golden
Craig Cozart

Wgt Cl
180 Sr
180 So
140 Jr
180 Fr
175 Fr
180 Fr
150 Jr
170 So
178 Fr
170 So
165 Fr
185 . So
185 So
190 So
185 Sr
195 Sr
210 Fr
195 Fr
195 Fr
185 Fr
178 So
175 Fr
190 Sr
200 Sr
200 So
6-5 200 Jr
6-2 205 Fr
5-11 175 Fr
6-0 210 So
175 Jr
6-0
6-4 215 So
5-10 170 So
6-1
190 Jr
6-0 170 Fr
6-2
190 Fr

Hgt
5-11
6-3
5-7
5-10
6-1
5-9
5-6
6-0
6-0
5-9
5-10
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-1
6-3
6-2
6-0
6-1
6-0
6-2

Coaches
2 Jay Bergman, Head Coach
5 Rob Sidwell. Catchers
25 Mike Maack. Pitchers

Pos
p
lB .
2B/SS
OF

c
c

2B
OF
SS
OF
OF
3B
lB
OF
p
p
p

OF
CIOF
3B
p
p
CIOF

c
OF
p
p

lB
OFl lB
p
p
p
p
p
p

BIT
R/R
R/R
R/R R/R
SIR
SIR
L/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
LIL
R/R
L/R
R/R
LIL
R!R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/L
R/R
RIR
R/R
R/R
R/R
LIL
R/R
R/L
R/R
LIL
R/R
R/L
R/R
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SHAMROCK
BEVERAGE

Dear G~bby

Beer, Wine, Liquor,
Mixers, Cigarettes and Kegs

Busch
&

Busch Light

$· 99
12 pack
Located in University Shoppes
Shopping Center Across from
UCF in between Kinko's and
12223 University Blvd.
UCF Credit Union

823-9370

Where's My Date?
Dear Gabby: I'm single and amazed that with all the students here at the University, I can't seem
to get a date easily. It's not like I spend every moment studying and attending classes. I'm
good-looking, outgoing, go to parties, clubs and have a good income. I'm in_the prime of my life
and I can't connect Any suggestions for me? Single Student
Dear Single Student: These days it is hard to connect. One would think if you're surrounded by
thousands of peers it would be easy to get a date. Everyone seems to be living in front of the
television and driving in their car with the windows up. Even at parties and clubs, it's not easy to
meet people because many people have date's and you might appear desperate if you let it be
known you're looking to meet someone. The good news is, it's the 1990's now and people are using
innovative new ways to meet. You should try a new service in Orlando called Tele-Companions.
It's a personals phone line that lets you listen to hundreds of recordings of people just like you and
the best part is its free. Yes, free to call. When you're able to hear a persons recorded voice
describing how they look, their age, interests and so on, you can get enough information to create
interest. Once you make the effort to call and check it out, you'll have many date's to choose from.
Your situation is not unique. You must remember th&t effort has everything to do with reaching
your goal of meeting that special person. The more people you're exposed to, the greater your
chances of success. Tele-Companions number in the Orlando area is (407) 422-5115. Give it a try,
you'll find it to be entertaining and fun. You would be surprised how many younger people and
students use this new way to meet people.

Specials Good Thru 2/10/93
:~

Arbour Village Apartn1ents.

Arbour Village... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, a11d a
park-like atmosphere complem1:nt Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.

115 TU DSll

• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
• Professional management
•Exercise Room

HEY UCF WOMEN!

• Oversized walk-in closets
.small pets accepted ·
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

THE HIT TV SHOW STUDS IS COMING! WE'RE
GOING TO FIND THE HOTTEST STUDETTES IN
TOWN AND TAKE THEM TO UNIVERSAL
STUDIOS FLORIDA
WHERE WE'LL BE SPENDING SPRING BREAK.

11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

l€(: iECKANKAR .
Religion of the Light and Sound of God

1993 REGIONAL SEMINAR

AUDITIONS WILL BE HELD FOR WOMEN ONLY ON
SUNDAY, FEB 7TH .FROM NOON TO FIVE P.M. AT
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS FLORIDA.
TAKE 1-4 TO EXIT #29 (SANDLAKE RD.), GO WEST
TO TURKEY LAKE RD AND TURN RIGHT. GO TO THE
SECOND ENTRANCE AND FOLLOW THE
'STUDS AUDITIONS' SIGNS TO PARKING.
YOU MUST BE SINGLE AND
AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE.
WATCH STUDS WEEKNIGHTS AT 11 :00 p.m.
ON FOX 35 WOFL-TV

"A Love For All Life"

February 6-7th, HOLIDAY INN
5905 Kirkman Rd., Orlando
Free Public Events, for Info: 830-5165

...

QC COMPUTER
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
. PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS 1..1..22

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO .STUDENTS & FACULTIES

TEL: 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

~

'

1

Wanted: Business Manager

t'

Th~ Central Florida Future is currently accepting applica- I
tions and resumes for the position of business manager.
This position requires a person who can supervise people
as well as oversee the financial transactions and records
of the newspaper. Candidates should fill out an application
at our business office <823-2601) and submit a resume
and any letters of recommendation possible.
This position must be filled by February 1993 and the
chosen candidate's tenure will be effective until the end of
the spring semester of 1994.

•

-•

,/

Four-and-a-ha~ years ago, Biohazard was a name
few people outside of Brooklyn had heard. Now, with
two albums out and a major-label deal pending, theyare
one of the forerunners of the hardcore scene, even
though they do not consider themselves a hardcore
band.
As the band's name implies, Biohazard is not exactly
the kind of band that writes love ballads or songs about
weekend beer drinking. Born and raised in a not-toonice section of Brooklyn, they know the harsh realities
of life. and it is reflected in their music.
Biohazard is anything but a bunch of street-hardened
thugs. I had a chance to talk to drummer Danny Schuler
recently, and I found him to be not only very intelligent,
but suprisingly nice...

Your music is obviously influenced by your
experiences growing up in Brooklyn. What
was it like for you growing up there?
It's like anyone who grows up in an urban type of
environment, you know? Where we live there's a lot of
different types of people, there's a lot of what you might
call different classes of people. I don't really classify
people. but we grew up - sometimes it's easy.
sometimes it's rough - just like with everyone's life.
Like I said before, we grew up with a lot of different
types of people. You've got neighborhoods where it's
totally burned out and.drugs everywhere and shit the$e are the things we had to deal with growing up.
What is your worst memory of Brooklyn?
My worst memory? I don't know. I mean, I could get
specific and tell you this and tell you that, but in general
-seeing myfriends getting killed, or killing themselves
using drugs and all that shit, or just the idiotic racism
that you see running around all over the place. I don't
know...

So there's nothing that sticks out in your
mind?
There's a lot of things that stick out in my mind. It
hasn'tbeenallbad-it'snotlikewhereweliveisawarzone
24 hours aday. Imean, it is rough, and it is rougherthan most
places, but I'm sure in Florida there~placesthatare rough
and LA is f-ked up, and you go to Paris, it ain't easy. There
are places all around the 'MJrtd where it is not just a fucking
bed of roses.

So how did you first get into playing hardcore?
Wei, we don't really classify our music as hardcore everyone else does.
What do you prefer to call it?
We call it hard music, or real music. Weneverreallycame
up with a phrase for it. If you want to call it anything, call it

realityorhardandshit.Wejustgotintoitbecausethem~

we listered to as fans, wrenwewere}<>Lfl9er, was always
herd and intense music. And I'm not jJst talkirYJ about
tadcore, about Bad Brans or Agnostic Front and stuff lik&
that-I'm also talking about Jimi Herrlix and Led Zeppin
being intense and Black Sabbath being intense and shit like
that - the Sex Pistols being intense. Bands like ~
Threat- Billy's a huge Minor Threat fan, he has been his
entire life. So the music we always istened to was always
kind of hard and always kiid of intense. When it came time
forus to write ouroon music, aid express Ol.l'selves, aside
from the musical influences, we just looked at ENer}'tling
around us. Uke I said, it's rot all a fucking bed of roses. It's.
not all bad-don'tget me wrong, but it'snotallgood, either,
and we were exposed to a bt of bad shit around here, so
you know the songs, they just kind of write themselves. ""
I know you just got back from a European tow
nottoo longago. Did you play inGennanyatall?
Yeah, we were there for three weeks.
.,,
I have a friend who lives over in Germany
and she said that their racial problems there
were grossly distorted by the American media. You were there firsthand, what did you
think?
I think a lot about this stuff, the whole band does. A
major part of what we do is, when we go on the road,
we go to new places, ar.d there's always people comin
up to us and going, "There's a fascism wave going on
here," and this and that-they check us out politically,
to see where we're at. Because when we spent the
month in Germany, we're an American band and they
want to 'know what's up with us, and they let us know
about their problems.
What problems did you see?
In my opinion, the media is definitely over-exaggerating this rise offascism in Germany. It's there. and it's
dangerous, even it's most minute form, but I don't think
it's like a big army everywhere you go in Germany. lrt
Germany, a lot of the anti-fascist people are real big,
you know what I'm saying? So fascism goes both ways
-you can be a nazi-fascist, or you can be an anti-nazi
fascist. because with the violence, it goes both waysit doesn't work. If someone's a nazi and some anti-nazi
is beating the shit out of him, and killing him-who's.,
right and who's wrong? They jump a nazi because they
think his way of life fs wrong, and everything that
happened in the Holocaust is wrong, and then they go,.,
and kill him. It goes both ways, and it's not the solution,
but the whole thing in Germany, I think it's overrated.
WeU, not overrated, I cbn't want to minimalize it, it's a big
problem, but they're a really loud minority.
INTERVIEW continued page F3

Do you love writing? Call 823-6397.
Students
Staff

Faculty
Alumni

This Bard s For You!
1

Orlando Shakespeare Festival's UCF Nights

20 °/o .~!~ular p.rice
Your cost per ticket: Level C $4., Level B $8., Level A $16.

April 14, 1993
THE COMEDY

OF

~~~ April 15, 1993
~~
AS YOU

~!~RS ~-7
'lt.1Wal

Walt Disney Amphitheater
at Lake Eola Park

~~ •

L!~r!T

Walt Disney Amphitheater
at Lake Eola Park

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - City
State
ZIP---Phone (day)
Phone (evening) _ _ _ __
D April 14 - The Comedy of Errors Ticket price _ _
D April 15 -As You Like It
Ticket price _ _ Total price _ _

D Check enclosed D Mastercard D Visa

Card#-----Name as it appears on card
Exp . - - - Mail this coupon with payment to: Orlando Shakespeare Festival
30 S. Magnolia, Suite 250, Orlando, Florida 32801
Limit one ticket per play per coupon. Tickets subject to avallabfllty. Not valld with MY other offer. Not
available through Ticketmaster. Photocopies or other reproduction not valld. To order additional tickets
at reglAar price, call the OSF box office: 841-9787.

----------------------------~

Something for those
of-yo·u who aren't taking

Kaplan Prep

Alpha - Omega Players in

W

EEKEN ·D

C

0 ME ·DY

The Desert
Theatre
February 4th
1. 9 9 3
University Dining
R o o m
Eight o'cl.ock
Get Your Free
Tickets
in the SC*

A Comedy in Two-Acts
by Jeanne and Sam Bobrick
Directed by Drexel H. Riley
Costumes by Dona Pierce
Coming in March:
Question: He was the Thane of
Fife who remained loyal
to the royal family after
Macbeth murdered
King Duncan. Name
this Slayer of Macbeth.*

We've produced more top scores on tests like
the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all
other courses combined. Which means if you're
not taking Kaplan Prep,™ you may need to take
more than a #2 pencil to the test.

(*tickets are limited)

·

College Bowl is coming to UCF!!!
If you are an experienced player
or have always wanted to test
your knowledge, now is the time.
Help create another great UCF
tradition. Space is limited, so sign
up today at the Student Center
main desk or call X26 l l for more

H •
$4 9 9
r~-------------------,
·
~~~~~!~ri~~~~800
I
I

With this coupon

Chi7drcn Under I l)

. S(i•"'

: - TOP NOTCH CUTS & CURLS,

I
I
I
(*answer: MacDuff)

rAi_

-~nns
Start at

I
I
I -·

L

. ~~~1~:~~~ ~~~~~~~~e..

$z500

31

993
'1

-INC.-

I

Indudcs Cut & ~

I

Acrylics & Full Set

I
I
I

Senior Citi:cm $ 5 l10 Manicure

I
I

I TOPNOTCH- NAILCAREI

a mlup

Expires March

$25° 0 R<i:- ~·h

LG.A. Plaza -=._-C~ll: 38~-26Z ~

-

- --

------------------(across the street from the Frat House near G <'<xiwill Ccntl' r )

I
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Jackson ·fiasco worse than Super Bowl?
Aside from the astounding trouncing of the Buf- ence participation finale, all 80,000 fans could laugh
falo Bills in Super Bowl XXVll, very little about the Milli Vanilli off the stage and slap Vanilla Ice with a
game can be considered memorable. Especially sampling lawsuit.
disappointing was the half-time extravaganza starHot-Dog-Fetching Monkeys - Raised on a
diet of Oscar Meyer products, hundreds of these
ring an elf-like Michael Jackson.
For some reason, the people in charge of Super Nigerian Tree Monkeys could be let loose at half
Bowl entertainment honestly felt that millions and time ... just think of the fun!
millions of football fans would want to sit through
..
The Senate Confirmation Hearing Hoopla
this 15-minute tribute to sappy world peace_Jfll~!;Set up an actual hearing on the50-yarq line!
and plastic surgery. Jackson, looking es- flJ~~~::~
:::~iii Talk of pubic hair and illegal immigrants is
peciallyfrigid, lip-synced his way through , , ,.. .·
· : ::it~t%J sure to keep drunken fans on the edge of
a medley of greatest hits Cor past
..,~: ,..
··::::j~j;;,,.,
their seats! Penalty! Zoe Baird, Illegal
travesties, depending on how you see ·::.:~1~f~:. :::'.:11i@::· Hiring ... 10 yards.
.·:'d~):'·
A Musical Salute To Velveeta
it). At that point his performance was ·-~%h,..
watchable. if not impressive.
·:::%~:::..
. ::::!i![W"
-Why not pay tribute to that little orange -

.. -

Id:~::::I::1~::::::&:1r·

It was when Jackson kicked off «
brick that we all grew up on. Bob Dylan
"We Are The World I Heal The World,'
··::::~tj[V
· could write a song, and James Earl Jones
schlock-fest that things really turned
- .
··
could narrate the historyofthis pesky little
ugly. Surrounded by children who didn't know cheese mutant.
whether to call Michael 'mommy' or 'daddy,' his
Ants! And Lqts of Them! Have the
half-time show turned into a big love-in! This, mind Goodyear blimp drop millions and millions of ants
you, in the middle of the Super Bowl.
into the stadium, and TV audience$ can settle back
Well I suppose it could have been worse. and and watch the ensuing mayhem. May cause game
here are some of the suggestions that this year's delays ...
SuperBowlcommitteenixedinfavoroftheJackson
The Fall Of Saigon Reenactment-Let's
fiasco...
utilize the entire stadium and playing field for this
Milli Vanilli Ice Lip Sync Spectacular explosive half-time show. Mortar shells and fireOurfavorite defrocked pop stars doing what they do works combined with real actors on the field could
best. •. dancing and pretending to sing. In the audi- make this the best historical reenactment to date.

PBS' s Civil War - eat your heart out!
And hey, if alf else fails, just have Bud sponsor
free beer for everyone!

-

• david j shoulberg
staff writer

Toxins flow as a member of Biohazard discusses the band as they return from ·E urope
INTERVIEW
FROM COVER
So what was it like to play over in
Europe? Was it strange to play for a
bunch of people who may not even
speak English?
WeU. we've been going there for a few
years roN. Right naw- naw we can enjay
it.

What was it like your first time over
there?
~we first went CNer there, obviously
it was a culture shock. Here we were, four
guys from Brooklyn who had never been
anydlere, flying overseas and playing in
Germar"o/ and England. It's something that
takesgettingusedto. Wewentthereforeight
weeks, and I'd say the first four or five weeks
we were kind of bugging out going, "Whoa!
The money's weird. The way pe6ple talk is
'Heird." You're always kind of looking over
your shoulder, because you c:bn't knON if
someone's trying to talk to you or jump
you. It's kind of weird, buUt's cool. I think
European people are a lot more political
than American people are. Like a lot of the
kids at the shows - that's something we
had to get used to -when we do shows
in the U.S. kids go, "Yo, Biohazard! You all
get laid? You all do drugs?" -and we go to
Europe and they're like "So, what do you
thinkabout President Clinton coming into
office?" - like they want to talk to us
about politics and check us out, and I like
that. They're more involved in wbat their
government's up to, than just being some
blinded kid who just wants to get laid and
have a good time.
Yeah, that's the thing about Europeans, they're much more involved
politically. And if they find out
you're from America, they almost
expect you to be an expert on
American politics.
Yeah. The American -government is
almost like the government of thEi world. I
was overseas during the inauguration of
Clinton, and that shit was all over the
medi~ it was on TV everywhere 1 all over
Europe. I mean even over in Eastern Germany. It was on all the headlines of the

papers, and even on their local news.
My friend in Germany said it was
carried live on Gennan TV.
I never saw a German inauguration in
Brooklyn. America is like the government
of the world. a lot of people look at it that
way, because it's such a powerful, rich
country. Powerful in a military sense. So
you go other_places, and they expect you
to be a fucking expert. You should beyou should always know what your
government's up to. because they run
your life, whether you know it or not. And
I personally don't agree with a lot of things
the American government does.
Me either.
I don't believe a fucking word they say.
Well, I don't know if I'd go as far as
saying that.
I said it for you.
Let's talk abo-.t Uria'! Piscipline
for'!' moment. Are there any songs
you particularly like on the album?
Well, being a member of the band and
beir:ig involved in some of the writing, I like
them all. I don't think there's one that
stands out. in my personal opinion. Playing
wise. I can tell by the crowds that people
like the title track, "Urban Discipline," and
people like .. Black and White and Red All
Over" and people like the song "Lost"
because of the message in it.
Your next record is coming out on
Geffen, right?
No.
But it is coming out on a major
label?
Yeah, we haven't really decided yet.
We have, but we haven't. It's something
we're just keeping to ourselves.

BIOHAZARD is touted as a new wave of hard-core rock'n'roll entering
the music industry. (courtesy/roadrunner records)
then we came back down to earth and We
were like "wait a minute; " our first record

doing the things we c:b in this band, a lot of
things that give us an education in life and help

cameout,i~hcrdlygotanydistributionaround

us to gruN as people and as musicians.
Hopefully ~ can channel that growth back'
into the music. One thing I can tell you is that
it's definitely going to be intense. and that the
message is always going to be there.

the fuc"kin' w:>rid like it should of. If we were
signed to a major label, yeah, we'll have the
money, but w:>uld we just get pushed aside
because Michael Jackson is the priority that
week? Also. ~ just didn't want to get involved in the bureaucracy at that point in our
career. We just wanted to do it independently. Do it ourselves. But that just turned
out not to be feasible. Luckily, Rooctrunner
came along ...they're a cool label, and they're
like "We'll put out this record. let's make a
deal." It w:>rked out and I'm glad~ did it this
wey. I think if we had done like a major label
release, instead of an independent release, it
would have been too much too soon. We
wanted to be left alone, and not put up with
this bureaucratic red-tape shit. And when we
c:b sign a major label deal, it's going to be our
kind of deal. Wewanttowait until we have the
clout end direction to do our 0M1 tling, not
have someone tell us what to sign.

So how come you chose to put
Urban Discipline out on Roadrunner, an independent?
After the first record on Maze, we started
to get a lot ofoffers from major labels- "real
money" deals and all this crap. For a while
there we~re like "WM." this could be big,
we could be like Metallica next week. But

Whatdirectiondoyou hope the band
takes on the next album?
A natural direction. I'm not going to say I
hope the band takes a jazz direction or a hiphop direction. I just hope the band goes in a
natural direcoon, be that what it may. We g:>
through a lotof things in life: being on the road,

Another thing I wanted to ask was
that. in less than five years. Biohaz-'
ard has gone from nothing to being
one of the forerunners of, well, the
hardcore scene. How have you•
handled the success?
WeH. let's define success, because Idon't
want someone reading this to g:> "Oooh .
these guys must be millionaires." I live at
home. I don't have a car. I have a mountain
bike instea:i of a car -

~ don't make

whole lot of money, but ~·re smart erough
and we w:>rk hard enou<Jh that the band
keeps us afloat. We use the band to 1--P.lp us
make a IMng. ButwearedemitelysuccessfU

-my definition of success is being able to c:b
what you want, ard en.Pf it, and that is exactlY.
what we are doing. We've seenthew:>rid; ~

may not be making a lot of money rig1t roN,
but that's okay. We enrt:h our lives in other
ways. We love it WetotallylcNewhatwedo,
and we never take it for graited.
• davebauer'
central florida future

